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Messagefrom the President
One of Bridgewater College's greatest points of pride is our faculty. They come
to us from all over the country and from all around the globe. Their disciplines
and scholarly passions are diverse, covering everything from biofuels to children's
literature and taxation to sculpture. Despite this wide-ranging expertise, they share a
common goal of developing an educated student body ready to graduate armed with
the skills and ideals to better society.
While in-classroom teaching and pedagogy play an enormous role in the educa
tion of our students, it is the scholarly pursuits and passions of the faculty that keep
BC on the cutting edge of the many academic disciplines and keep our students pre
pared for the world they will enter after graduation. As our professors research, write
and practice their passions, this scholarship guides their teaching, bringing new ideas
and palpable energy into the classroom. Through their scholarly pursuits, our faculty
are also deeply involved with organizations, businesses and associations far beyond
the borders of campus, further spreading the word about the good work being done
atBridgewater College.
Whether they are participating in a symphony, writing a textbook, conducting
research in a National Forest or working with students to discover the best avenues
to prevent substance abuse, our faculty are asking-and answering-some of the
world's most difficult questions, and, through their actions, they are modeling to
their students what it means to be a scholar and to never stop learning.
In this issue you'll meet four of the College's accomplished faculty. I hope you
will share the pride we feel for one ofBC's greatest assets-the faculty who tirelessly
work in and out of the classroom to make the world a better place.
With best regards,

David W Bushman, Ph.D.
President
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ridgewarer College announced that it will
establish its first graduate degree program
a Master of Science in Athletic Training
(MSAT)-rhar builds off one of the College's stron
gest and most in-demand undergraduate programs.
The College anticipates welcoming its first group of
graduate students in May
of 2017.
Bridgewater has of
BRIDGEWATER TO OFFER
fered a highly successful
and well-regarded bach
elor's degree in athletic
training since 2001. After
the 2016-17 academic
year, the College will no longer admit undergradu
ate athletic training students and will instead admit
undergraduate students to a 3+2 master's program,
in addition to admitting graduates of other four
year institutions to its two-year post-baccalaureate
master of science program. W hile rhe undergradu
ate athletic training program is fully accredited by
SACSCOC and CAATE, the master of science in
athletic training is currently pending approval by
both SACSCOC and CAATE.
The two-year, 63-credir post-baccalaureate pro
gram focuses on preparing the athletic trainer of the
future. The program continues the College's excep
tional undergraduate tradition of successful creden
tialing by engaging students in enhanced areas of
inter-professional education, deeper understanding
of the science of human function and dysfunction, recognition of relevant research and ways to
incorporate that information into clinical practice.
Students will also benefit from rhe College's strong
liberal arts tradition, melding professionals who
understand the skills required of healthcare provid
ers with those who can navigate positive strategies
for communications, civic responsibility, ethics and
healthcare in a more global context.
"Ir's an important step for the College to strategi
cally add graduate programs to its offerings;' said

Master's Degree Program
in Athletic Training

Dr. David W. Bushman, President of Bridgewater
College. "We want to meet the educational needs
of our student body and the greater community.
The past successes of our prestigious and prominent
undergraduate-level athletic training program make
it the logical place to rake what will be just the first
step on rhe journey into graduate education."
Dr. Barbara H. Long, Associate Professor of
Health and Human Sciences and Head of the Divi
sion of Professional Studies, stared that the MSAT
program will delve deeply into the profession, allow
ing students to gain real-world experience on cam
pus and at a variety of off-campus clinical sires. She
noted that the final-year capstone course focuses on
full-rime engagement in the real-world healthcare
of a variety of patient populations. This full-rime
engagement immerses students into healthcare set
tings, yielding nor only proficient professionals bur
ones that are more confident and mature practitio
ners upon gradu
ation.
"Bridgewater's
first graduate
program is one
that has demon
strated success and
maintains align
ment wirh the
institution's core
ideals;' Long said.
"For more than 15
years, we have been educating athletic training stu
dents in a liberal arts context. Thar combination has
made our graduates extremely successful throughout
the region, demonstrating that liberal arts and pro
fessional programs are nor exclusive of one another.
The Division of Professional Studies faculty are very
excited to start a new chapter in a storied Bridgewa
ter College history."
To learn more about the MSAT program at
Bridgewater College, go to bridgewarer.edu/MSAT.
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As part of the long-standing tradition at the College, new graduates exit the tent and process through rows of celebrating faculty mentors.

B

ridgewater College graduated 417 seniors
on Saturday, May 14-the largest class in the
136-year history of the college. The degrees
were conferred by Dr. David W. Bushman, Presi
dent of Bridgewater College.
The night before,
the College's baccalau
reate service featured
as keynote speaker the
Rev. Jeffery W. Carr,
2002 alumnus and
Senior Pastor at the
Bridgewater Church
of the Brethren. The tide of his message was "There
W ill Be Days Like This."
Three retiring faculty members were awarded
the President's Medal and promoted to the rank of
Emeritus faculty by the board of trustees. Dr. Mary
Frances Heishman concluded 46 years with che
College, during which she served as Professor of
Health and Human Sciences, Head Women's La
crosse Coach and che College's first Head Volleyball
Coach. Dr. Paul J. Bender, Professor of Math
ematics, joined Bridgewater in 1976 and served as
the Chair of the Department of Mathematics and
Computer Science for more than a decade. Dr. Julia
C. Morton, Associate Professor of World Lan
guages and Cultures, came to the College in 2003
and retired as Chair of her department. They leave
Bridgewater with a combined service of 99 years.
An honorary doctor of laws was presented to
the ceremony's keynote speaker, the Honorable G.
Steven Agee, a 1974 Bridgewater alumnus who has
been a justice on che United States Court of Appeals
for the Fourth Circuit since 2008, when he was ap-

Bridgewater Graduates
Largest Class in 136-Year
History
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pointed by President George W. Bush.
Agee's address to che graduates focused on "The
Gift of Critical Thinking."
Agee said that in order for people to think criti
cally, they need access to information. However,
he noted, gaining access to information in an age
in which people are often denied the right to speak
because of potential offense may be difficult. He en
couraged the graduates not to let this "dictatorship
of ideas" deter them.
"Use your gift of critical chinking;' said Agee.
"Let no one take it away from you:'
Agee received his J.D. from the University of
Virginia School of Law and his L.L.M. (in taxation)
from che New York University School of Law.
Agee was in the private practice of law and a
member of the Virginia House of Delegates. He
also served on che Virginia Criminal Sentencing
Commission and in the Judge Advocate Generals
Corps. Agee is a member of the board of trustees of
Bridgewater College.
Among the 417 students in che Class of 2016,
107 earned bachelor of arts degrees and 279 earned
bachelor of science degrees. Fifteen members of the
class graduatedsumma cum laude-the top academ
ic honor which requires students to achieve at least
a 3.9 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. Thirty-nine
graduates earned magna cum laude honors-a 3.7
or better average. Cum laude honors, requiring a 3.4
grade point average, were earned by 64 graduates.
They will enter careers in fields such as education, fi
nance, and engineering and graduate schools includ
ing Yale University School of Medicine, University
of Michigan, and University of Virginia.
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ridgewater College
recognized academic
achievement during a
week of activities dedicated
to showcasing excellence.

BRIDGEWATER COLLEGE

Celebrates ASPIRE Week
The second annual ASPIRE
(A Celebration of the Arts,
Scholarship, Performance,
Innovation and Research
Excellence) Week, was held
April 21 - May 2.
This year's ASPIRE Week
featured student research
convocations, student panels,
a faculty scholarship show
case, arr exhibitions and
concerts.
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across the mall
BRIDGEWATER COLLEGE CAMPUS NEWS

THREE HONORED AT FOUNDER'S DAY
Bridgewater College celebrated 136 years of its founding on April 5, presenting three
awards during the convocation in Nininger Hal I,
Dr, Robyn A. Puffenbarger, Associate Professor of Biology, received the Ben and Jan
ice Wade Outstanding Teacher Award; Dr, Stephen F. Baron, the Harry GM, Jopson
Professor of Biology, received the Martha B, Thornton Faculty Recognition Award; and
Prof Scott D. Jost, Associate Professor of Art, received the Faculty Scholarship Award,
The Founder's Day observance at Bridgewater commemorates the April 3, 1854, birth
ofDaniel Christian Flory who, at the age of 26, began a new school at Spring Creek in
Rockingham County in 1880, The school, first known as Spring Creek Normal School,
moved to Bridgewater two years later and changed its name to Bridgewater College
on July 12, 1889,
The College's observance of Founder's Day began in 1920,

Day of Giving

On Feb, 25, 2016, the College launched
its first Day of Giving�a day for alumni,
students, faculty, staff, parents and
friends to demonstrate their commit
ment to the College, All were encour
aged to wear crimson and gold, share
photos and messages on social media
and show their pride in Bridgewater
College by making a gift to any area of
their choice.
The day was a resounding success, with
181 donors contributing more than
$46,000 in a single 24-hour period,
Among these donors, 44 gave for the
first time, 28 were recent graduates ('06
to'l 5), 26 were current parents and 50
were faculty and staff
"Bridgewater College is fortunate to
have so many who care deeply about
the College and our students," said
Dr, Maureen Silva, Vice President for
Institutional Advancement. "We extend
a heartfelt thanks to those who sup
ported BC on our first Day of Giving and
look forward to seeing this become an
annual tradition:'

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP:RobynA
Puffenbarger, Scott D, Jost and Stephen F. Baron

BRIDGEWATER
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Bridgewater
Professor Wins
Educator's Award
Dr. Jenny M. Martin, Assistant Professor
of Education at Bridgewater College, has
been named the recipient oft he Xl16
Virginia Associat ion of Teacher Educators'
School/University-Partnership Awa rd for
the pioject "Blended Instruction Field
Experience:·
Martin and Mark Stevens, a 1983 Bridge
water graduate, seventh-grade social
studies teacher in Fairfax County and doc
toral student in George Mason University's
Learning Technolog ies Division, paired 50
undergraduate teacher candidates with
53 seventh-grade history students to pioduce a 1920s-style radio show script. The
seventh- graders received several round s of editing advice on the script, which they
prepared as part of an authentic problem-based situat ion.
The project also was designed to give Bridgewater Colleg e tea cher candidates
experience mentoring middle-level learners. In their written reflections, Bridgewater's
teacher candidates said the most valuable component of the project was the one-on
one pa iring with the seventh-graders.

Stoltzfus Headlines
Scott Symposium
Michael A. Stoltzfus, President and CEO of Dynamic
Aviation in Bridgewater, provided the keynote address
at the College's Scott Symposium on Business Ethics
April 26. Stoltzfus spoke on "Finding Purpose through
Life's Lessons:'
The Scott Symposium on Business Ethics is named in
honor of Bridgewater College's former Vice President for In stitutiona I Advancement
Charles H. Scott and his father, the late Harvey H. Scott, who served on the Col
leg e's board of trustees for more than 30 years.
The symposium was developed to foster and encourage a strong foundation of
mora Is and ethics to pre pa re Bridgewater students to address the challenges they will
confront in a diverse world.
8 SPRING-SUMMER 2016

The Dr. John W .Martin Jr. Summer
Research Endowment for Xl16 has
been awarded to two juniors at
Bridgewater College.
The awaid, which supports sum
mer research projects in the natu
ral sciences, is provided through
the Martin Science Research
Institute and has been made to
Michelle Ak y, a junior applied
physics major from Fredericksburg,
Va, and Rachel Kreiger, a junior
biology major from A missville, Va.
The awa,d honors Dr. John W. Mar
tin Jr., who taught in the chemistry
department at Bridgewater from
1961 until his retiiement in 1985.
A stipend and free housing on
campus enable students to make
their summer job one of research
and exploration.
This summer, Alty, who is working
with Visiting Assistant Professor
of Physics Dr. Jason Ybarra, will
study young stars in the center
of the famous Rosette Nebula.
Kreiger, who is tea ming with
Associate Professor of Biology Dr.
Moshe Khurgel, will pursue the
discovery of proteins that ac•
company stem cell-based organ
regeneration.

across the mall

Dr. Bushman, Holly Wagner Fowler, Nancy Moore Link, Robert R. New/en and Sherrie K. Wampler

Bridgewater College honored three alumni at its College Awards Ceremony on
May 1.
The Distinguished Alumnus Award was presented to Robert R. Newlen '75. The
West-Whitelow Award for Humanitarian Service went to Nancy Moore Link '57,
and the Young Alumnus Award was presented to Holly Wagner Fowler '01.
The awards were presented by President David W. Bushman and Sherrie K.
Wampler '85, President of the BC Alumni Association.

BRIDGEWATER
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NEW ARRIVALS

Dr. Leona Sevick will join
Bridgewater College as Provost
and Vice President for Academic
Affairs.

Sevick, who will begin on July
1, comes to Bridgewater from
Mount St Mary's University in
Maryland, where she is Associate
Provost and Associate Professor of English.
During her nine years at Mount St Mary's, she has directed and
assisted in designing the university's core curriculum, devel
oped and implemented successful student retention program
ming and played a central role in the university's successful bid
for reaccreditation.
"I'm confident we have selected a Provost who wil I build upon a
great foundation to assist in us creating the Bridgewater College
we envision for the future," said Dr. David Bushman, president
of the College. "Leona's past successes as an academic leader
in higher education will serve her well here at Bridgewater
College. I couldn't agree more with representatives from across
campus who believe her to be the right fit for our community.
She will be a great partner as we shape the academic experi
ence for Bridgewater students for years to come'.'
Prior to joining Mount St Mary's, Sevick served as Assistant Aca
demic Dean and Assistant Professor of English at Notre Dame of
Maryland University. She also taught for seven years at McDan
iel College. Sevick has a PhD and MA in English language and
literature from the University of Maryland. She received her
Bachelor's in English from McDaniel College.

Bridgewater
Hosts 12th
Annual Lincoln
Symposium

10

A prolific writer, Dr. Sevick is an award-winning, published poet
Or. Leslie Frere will join the College as Vice President for Stu
dent Life and Dean of Students. Frere, who comes to Bridgewa
ter with an extensive background in higher education counsel
ing and administration, will begin July 1.
Frere is presently Vice President for Student Development at
Saint Joseph's College in Indiana. During her 10 years of increas
ing responsibility at Saint Joseph's College, she has provided
supervision to all areas of a successful
Student Development Department,
focusing on professional development
training for the staff and acting as a
student advocate at all times.
"We have chosen a leader of student
life who will bring to the department
her energy and passion for serving
students;' said Bridgewater College
President Dr. David Bushman. "She will
be an excellent member of our leadership team as we build on
a strong foundation to create the Bridgewater College of tomor
row'.'
Prior to taking over leadership of student development at
Saint Joseph's College, Frere served as Director of Counseling
and Health Services at Saint Joseph's College. Previously, she
worked in counseling at the University ofTennessee and West
Virginia University. Dr. Frere has a PhD in counseling psychol
ogy and an MA in counseling from West Virginia University.
She received her Bachelor's in psychology from The College of
William and Mary.

The 12th annual Lincoln Society of Virginia Symposium was held at the College in
April and featured as its keynote speaker Jared Peatman, Director of Curriculum
for the Lincoln Leadership Institute at Gettysburg. Peatman's address centered on
"Abraham Lincoln's Gettysburg Address: Communicating a National Vision'.'
The Lincoln Society ofVirginia was founded in 2004 by Dr. Phillip C. Stone, Bridge
water College President Emeritus, to commemorate and disseminate information
about Lincoln family connections in the Shenandoah Valley, to protect and preserve
Lincoln landmarks in the Shenandoah Valley and to interpret the 16th president, his
life, work and legacy, particularly in Virginia.

SPRING-SUMMER 2016
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Puffenbarger is First Visiting
Scholar at Smithsonian
Mason School of Conservation
Dr. Robyn Puffenbarger, an Associate Professor of
Biology atBridgewater College, has been named the
first Visiting Consortium Scholar at George Mason
University's Smithsonian-Mason School of Conservation
(SMSC).Bridgewater College is a member of the SMSC and has
sent nine students through the SMSC semester program .
Puffenbarger, who earned her PhD. in molecular genetics and
immunology from the Medical College ofVirginia, teaches ge
netics, biochemistry, immunology, ornithology and non-majors
biology, Her research interests include the molecular biology of
gene expression, DNA barcoding and the impacts of pedagogi
cal strategies on student learning outcomes.
"As a molecular biologist, I have wanted to do more with
ecological issues;' said Puffenbarger. "This past fall, my genetics
students identified fish in local streams by a molecular genetic
technique of DNA barcoding. This spring, with the Smithsonian

researchers and their class, I am going to learn eDNA tech
niques. This is a way to pull and identify DNA from the environ
ment-the 'e' part of eDNA:'
Puffenbarger, who is also a certified master gardener, said she
wants to learn the technique, bring it back toBridgewater and
set up a collaboration with Smithsonian colleagues using eDNA
sampling in the Shenandoah Valley,
The Smithsonian Conservation Biology Institute and George
Mason University established the SMSC to provide proactive
and innovative approaches to today's ever-evolving threats to
biodiversity.

Exhibition Explores Bridgewater College During World War II
From students and decorated soldiers
to conscientious objectors and nation
al-service workers, what life was like for
the people ofBridgewater College in
the 1940s is explored in an exhibition at
the College's Alexander Mack Memorial
Library through June 30,

The exhibition,"Standing Up:Bridge
water College's WWII Experience;' is free
and open to the public
Bridgewater College-founded within
the peace traditions of the Church
of the Brethren-was home to both
students and personnel who objected

to participation in the military and who
volunteered for active combat duty
during World War II. The exhibition uses
oral history interviews, artifacts and
archives-including many 1940s pho
tographs-to tell the stories of some of
these people,

BRIDGEWATER
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BC FACULTY:

Mode ing the Teacher-Scho ar

Academically, the faculty of Bridgewater College have always explored beyond the boundaries
of the classroom, pursuing a vast range of specialized knowledge with a dedication that
exemplifies the spirit of professional engagement. Nearly all bring what they have discovered
back to the College to share in the classroom.
In this issue of Bridgewater, we visit with four faculty members from the disciplines
of science, history, music, and health and human sciences who are representative of the
greater community of educators at Bridgewater College-educators for whom professional
engagement is a way of life, and of teaching.

Dr. Brandon Marsh and how British
imperialism created today's world.
By Karen Doss Bowman '91

A

ssociate Professor of History Brandon Marsh has
focused much of his professional research on British
imperialism in che Indian subcontinent and Central
Asia-an interest char was sparked during a semester
studying abroad in India during his undergraduate years at
Lewis & Clark College. Ir was there, in che fabled land char
represents che world's largest democracy, char Marsh gained
the inspiration for what would become his book, Ramparts
ofEmpire: British Imperialism and India's Afghan Frontier,
1918-1948 (Palgrave Macmillan, 2015).
"The history of che British Empire has had a profound
impact on che world we live in today;' said Marsh, who grew
up on Vashon Island, in Washington Stace's Puget Sound.

12
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Marsh's first book, Ramparts
of Empire, examined British
imperialism on the Indian
subcontinent and the profound
effect it had on world history.

'Tm especially interested in how che process of British
imperialism really created che modern world. Ir brings up
so many fascinating questions: What happens when two
radically different cultures interact? What happened, for
instance, when che British came co India and encountered
che caste system char they likened co their own class system
at home?"
Marsh spent most of his junior year in India studying
and making long trek s into che Himalayas, developing an
ever-increasing interest in che country's mountainous fron
tiers. When he went co che University of Texas for graduate
work, Marsh knew he warned co focus his studies on India.
"I had an interest in che rise ofindian nationalism after

World War I, and I scarred co delve into che archives in
London and Delhi co see what was there regarding che Hi
malayas in the 1920s and '30s, but I found chat there wasn't
much of a scory;' said Marsh. "Instead, when it came co Brit
ish concerns about India's frontiers, India's wild North-West
Frontier with Afghanistan was che real story."
The security-obsessed British, said Marsh, were con
vinced chat the most prevalent threat co their empire in
India during chis time period was in che form of invasion
from Russia or Afghanistan. Even though it was a phantom
threat-Marsh said the real problem lay with Indian nation
alism-England proceeded co expend so much blood and
treasure on che Afghan frontier chat, by che 1920s, as much
as 59 percent oflndias budget was devoted co it.
The British also believed chat che Pashtuns in India were
"inherently violent;' said Marsh, and needed co be harshly
controlled. Of course, he said, chis approach was often
counterproductive, and che North-West Frontier became an
exercise in frustration.
Marsh's research revealed chat che British obsession with
che Afghan frontier persisted, unabated, right up co Indian
independence in 1947. He noted chat it was chis unwav
ering fixation char surprised him most while researching
Ramparts ofEmpire.
"The British;' he said, "even while faced with real threats
elsewhere, remained firmly rooted in their Victorian, 19th
century mode of chinking coward an area and a people chat,
while problematic, posed no existential threat co their rule
in India:'
Ramparts ofEmpire began life as Marsh's dissertation in
2009, the year he came co Bridgewater College. The book
follows che trajectory of Britain's Indian obsession and

14
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explores British attempts co isolate the frontier from the rest
oflndia after World War I, che relationship between Indian
nationalism and scare-sanctioned violence in che region,
and the significant connection between British perceptions
about the Afghan frontier and che collapse of che British
Raj in India.
The importance of chis study, Marsh pointed our, is chat
both British policies and ways of chinking about che region
and its people remained in place even after the British left
India. After independence, che Pakistani government chat
inherited che region tended co believe char British failures in
the region stemmed not from the way they cried co control
it, bur from che face chat che British weren't Muslim. So,
when Pakistan cook over che region, they assumed chat as
Muslims they could control che Pashtuns while maintaining
the same attitudes and policies as che British.
This, Marsh argues, has had disastrous results, contribut
ing co che rise of che Taliban, crippling American efforts co
develop long-term solutions co che regions problems and
creating a situation in which Pakistan, a nuclear power, may
become a "failed scare."
The conclusions chat Marsh reached in his first book
provided che foundation for his new book project. His
current research focuses on the British officials who contin
ued to work for the Pakistani government or military after
the nation gained ind ep endence in 1947. Marsh said chat
"many of che key officials in Pakistan, including che head of
che army and several governors, remained British well into
che mid-1950s."
Using a number of case studies, he hopes co show chat
"the West's dysfunctional relationship with Pakistan is
partly the result of these individuals, whose service gave
the false impression of a shared community of values and
interests between che Pakistanis and che West."
Marsh has begun che initial research for his new book
and plans co travel co England chis summer, where he will
continue exploring archives in London and Oxford Univer
sity. In June he will present some of his initial findings at a
conference at King's College, University of London.
As well as providing the central theme of his scholarship,
che relationship between British imperialism and che Indian
Ocean region is also significant in many of che courses
Marsh teaches at Bridgewater, such as British Imperialism,
Colonial India, Modern Britain, and Afghanistan and che
Great Powers. Marsh has also led Bridgewater students co
India, where they explored che legacy of imperialism, and
co Britain, France and Belgium, where students studied che
cultural memory of the First and Second World Wars in
Western Europe.
"We live in a globalized world;' Marsh said, "and it is
important chat Bridgewater students gain a clear historical
context and background for crucial regions like India or

the Middle Ease."
"My scholarship and what I'm doing in the classroom
are hard to separate;' said Marsh, who is also Chair of
the Department of History and Political Science. "They
really reinforce one another. And often the questions chat
students bring to me are the questions chat help me the next

several Bridgewater Faculty Research Awards. In addition
to these recognitions from Bridgewater, he has received
numerous ocher awards, including two prestigious Andrew
W. Mellon fellowships.
Marsh has enjoyed his time at Bridgewater and embraces
the close-knit community.

''T

he history of the British Empire has a profound impact on the world we live in today. I'm especially
interested in how the process of British imperialism really created the modern world. It brings up so many
fascinating questions: What happens when two radically different cultures interact? What happened, for
instance, when the British came to India and encountered the caste system? What happens when these
two cultures come together?" - DR. BRANDON MARSH
time I'm in the archives. At the same time, I may be working
on a book or an article, and chat work keeps me energized
with what we' re talking about in the classroom. My strength
in the classroom is my enthusiasm, and students pick up on
the face chat chis is something I deeply care about:'
Sarah Batdorf, a rising junior and global studies major
from Woodward, Pa., attests to Marsh's passion for the
classroom. She said while the classes she cook with him
varied in their content, the high level of enthusiasm with
which Marsh presented chem did not.
"His teaching style is mostly lecture, which for some
professors means talking 'ac' students rather than 'with'
chem;' she said. "However, Dr. Marsh makes his lectures
a conversation in which students are encouraged co ask
questions and provide their own ideas. The homework is
challenging in a way chat stimulates growth; students are
meant co cake the ideas discussed in class and explore their
complexities, while keeping in mind their significance in the
larger world:'
In Marsh's class, said Batdorf, she is constantly reminded
of her "love of learning simply co learn;' rather than to pass a
test or gee an A.
In addition to his teaching and administrative respon
sibilities with the Department of History and Political
Science, Marsh is director of the Flory Honors Program.
He is currently working to revamp the program, with a new
curriculum and experiential learning opportunities, such
as a study abroad experience designed especially for honors
students. The program offers a number of co-curricular
activities, such as "Dinner and a Movie with a Faculty Mem
ber" and a book club with Bridgewater President David
Bushman.
A recipient of the Ben and Janice Wade Outstanding
Teaching Award from che College, Marsh has received

"This is a great place co teach;' he said. "We have
students who are excited about the material and who are
engaged in the classroom. It's really fun and exciting to
introduce new ways of chinking and new worlds to chem.
That's incredibly rewarding."
W hen he's not teaching or doing research, Marsh enjoys
spending time with his wife, Anne, who is Director of
Bridgewater's Study Abroad Program and Coordinator
of the College's Center for Engaged Learning. The couple
purchased a historic home called "Heachfield" -the former
residence of the assistant commandant for the Augusta
Military Academy in nearby Augusta County-and are
working together to restore its original luster. The expan
sive property was somewhat neglected over the past few
decades.
"It became a jungle, so in my spare time, I' m battling
nature;' he joked.
Along with grasping the content of his courses, Marsh
emphasizes the importance of research and strives to instill
strong investigative skills in his students. He also hopes chat
studying history will help his students develop a greater
sense of empathy as they strive to understand the motives of
historical figures.
"I chink chat one of the big takeaways I wane to leave
my students with is chat the world is a complicated place;'
Marsh said. "Simple answers are rarely the best answers.
They may be in the shore term, but in the long term, simple
answers often engender bigger problems. And there's almost
always more than one answer to any question or any prob
lem. So I cry to teach my students chat the best we can do is
to cry and learn as much as we can about the world around
us and cackle our problems with the cools of k nowledge and
self-awareness:' -
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uilding bridges and ,olving p1l221es isn't exactly the
Bcareer path that Sara Higgins Fitzgenld envisioned
when ,he fim arrived at Bridgewater in 1999 as an
unde,:graduate. But today, that's exactly what this Associate
Professor of Chemistry is doing.
She, an e:xpert on computational chemistry, a specialty
that bridges academic, and practice, with enormous impli
cations for th, pharm aceutical industry.

A teacher at heart
"I alway, knew in my heart ofhearts I wanted to be
a teacher;• Fitzgerald said. Hermothertrught math and
Fitzgerald had a knack for the subject. A compelling chem
istry teacher at Stuarts Dnft High School convinced her
that chemistry was a good averue.
During a research e:xperience at the University ofY ir
ginia between her junior and senior years at Bridgewater,
,he discovered computational chemistry.
"Computational chemistry can be artf number of
thing,;• ,he said. ''.At its heart it', using the computer to ask
questions about chemistry, about chemical system,." Com
putational chemistry use, math and computer modelingfor
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chemical analysis.
"All of a sudden I realized I can use the computer. ,o
I don't have to mix and pour chemical, at the lab bench.
Some people really love it. I didn't really love that aspect of
chemistry. I alway, loved the numbers. I alway, loved the
concepts more than the mixing and pouring."
Fitzgenld had found her niche.
She graduated from Bridgewater summacumlaude with
a bachelor, in chemistry, a minor in math and a secondary
education certification. She ,mered graduate school at the
University ofYi ,:ginia, thinking she would get her master,
degree. She ended up eamingher Ph.D. in chemistry, with
an eJet>ertise in computational chemistry.

She returned to Bridgewater. joiningthe faculty in 2010
and bringing scholarly interests that benefit her students
as well as the research ventures of several pharmaceutical
companies.

The value of computational chemistry
.,There is a lot w e know about molecular structures that

you cant capture in two dimensions:• Fitzgenld said. They
are often relegated to chalkboard drawing, or a computer

screen when, in reality, each molecule has depth and dimen
sion.
"le would be like crying co draw a car in cwo dimensions
if you'd never seen a car. What computer modeling has
allowed us co do is co cake a molecule and build it in cwo
dimensions on che screen bur then rotate it and look at how
che acorns fill che space and how cwo things might interact
with one another:'
During graduate school, she worked with a professor
who had come from a large pharmaceutical company where
numbers and models didn't always march lab results. A tra
ditional bench chemise, he was skeptical of computational
chemistry, bur Fitzgerald eventually convinced him of its
value and began a collaboration char continues today. Her
former professor is now a research colleague.
Computational chemistry also allows researchers co
define the parameters of scientific studies. Fitzgerald likens
it co a jigsaw puzzle. When one begins a 1,000-piece puzzle,
its impossible co see how pieces fie cogecher. Gradually,
though, as the puzzle begins co emerge, clues appear as co
what shap es and arrangements work.
"Research chemises have access co these huge libraries of
molecules char they can cesc, so if they're interested in influ
enza, chey might run chis influenza target against hundreds
of thousands of compounds, bur every one they test coses
money."
"One of che first thingsI helped chem do was decide
our of chis huge compounds data base char they could pull
from-what was a really diverse sec of molecules char they
could choose and cesc:' In ocher words, giving chem a cross
section of possible combinations.
"And then they could go back and gee into the finer
details once they saw which types of molecules were work
ing ....IfI had one phrase char describes my research it
would be a scudy of che diversity of
molecules:'

with potential for impacting diseases like influenza, dengue
fever and diabetes.
RioGin is working on long-acting peptide drugs.
"Many hormones are peptides, sending signals co carry
out important functions in che body;' she said. "Learning
how co mimic such peptide hormones is a key area of drug
research:'
While peptides are critical chemical compounds, they
are notoriously hard co deliver. The problem-so far
unsolved-is chat when peptides are taken orally, they are
degraded in che stomach. "Thar's why some medicines are
only delivered by injection. That's why we don't have oral
insulin, for example."
"We can't gee around che oral piece, so maybe we're
going co have co do injections, bur we wane co make sure
we're injecting small volumes and injecting as few times as
possible. So che idea is: Could we possibly gee long-acting
peptide drugs char would stay in the body longer, do their
job like che native peptide and continue co do their job for
longer periods, so we would only have co inject, say, every
Sunday?"
"RioGin is particularly innovacive....Their research shows
so far they're able co gee a longer-acting medication with
fewer side effects because chey can deliver a smaller dose."
Fitzgerald said it's "potentially a very big breakthrough:'
As a result, che company has developed ties with a larger
pharmaceutical company.
"Collaborations like mine-a large pharmaceutical com
pany interacting with a small pharmaceutical company, who
interacts with me"-are a win for everyone.
When companies can't cake che time co do some of chis
fundamental research, it can filter down co Fitzgerald, and
she and her students can cake a look. "The more chat type of
cross-level collaboration is encouraged,I chink che benefits

Breakthrough chemistry
Fitzgerald's expertise has made
her an important research consul
tant for cwo scare-up pharmaceuti
cal companies, RioGin Inc., and
Alexander BioDiscoveries (ABD).
They are developing drug therapies

Fitzgerald and 2014 chemistry graduate
Aaron McMillion doing computational work.
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could be tremendous .... Everyone is working to their own
strengths."
Someday, she hopes this research-and she emphasizes
it is in a very early stage-will lead to medicines that will
require fewer injections with fewer adverse effects.
"That's che hope when you stare to gee involved with
research like this is that eventually you will feel like in some
way you were pare of a collective societal movement to
improve things."

Bringing it home
"My professional research intersects with many of the
things I talk about in my classes;' Fitzgerald said. "You can't
help but speak from your experiences, and it's a neat avenue
of conversation with students. As soon as they see little
snapshots of you outside of Bridgewater, they always want
to know more."
Fitzgerald's research relationships also allow her to bring
scientists who are doing cutting-edge research-like her
Rio Gin and ABD colleagues-into her classroom, build
ing bridges between the classroom and the real world of
chemistry. Down the road she sees possible opportunities
for her students. Already, two seniors have done research
projects in computational chemistry chat have applications
to current research.
For one, she said: "ABD had done some research and
18
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had come upon a roadblock and needed some sug
gestions for the next compounds to look at. He was
able to suggest some pathways for the next com
pounds:'
W hat Fitzgerald loves most about teaching at
Bridgewater is the opportunity to form meaningful
relationships with students.
She recalls that in one of her own graduate
school classes, she raised her hand to ask questions.
"I got scares from my classmates." She quickly real
ized that was simply not done, yet at Bridgewater
classroom interaction is the norm. "I tell my stu
dents: 'You have no idea how fortunate you are ....
Appreciate that you can raise your hand and ask a
question'."
"Here it's been the neatest thing to get to know
the students-seeing them through to gradua
tion-getting to laugh and joke with them. I have
two students-one's a UVA fan and one, a Tech
fan. As you can imagine, I celebrate with one and
torment the other!"
One of her students, 2015 graduate Ibrahim
AbuNada, took classes with Fitzgerald and worked
with her on his senior project. He bears witness to
the open and engaged manner in which she inter
acts with students.
"Dr. Fitzgerald is a superb adviser;' said AbuNada, who
will attend the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
this summer for chemistry graduate studies. "She is hard
working, attentive to her students' academic needs and
extremely helpful."
AbuNada added that his opinion didn't just form over
the course of a year.
"In addition to my senior project, I have had four classes
with Dr. Fitzgerald;' he said. "Her teaching methods helped
me understand the subjects, and she encouraged teamwork
and group discussions to help foster learning and encourage
our progress."
Along with teaching, research and consulting, Fitzgerald
juggles a full family life. She and her husband, Eric, have
three daughters, ages seven, five and 16 months. She also
finds time to sing with the Waynesboro Choral Society.
"It's a challenge, for sure-to improve upon my lectures
and ensure my classroom is a place where students are en
gaged, to find time for scholarship and collaboration-and
then to still go home and be a mom:'
Fitzgerald finds a daily reprieve from the quandaries of
balancing scholarship, teaching and personal responsibili
ties. "Amidst all che chaos of life, to walk in the classroom
and talk about something you genuinely love with students
you have relationships with is super special. I'm glad I'm
here."..-

C

hriscine Carrillo wants to break common musical ste
reotypes chat portray crumpets and ocher brass instru
ments, percussion and string bass as " boys' instruments;'
and flutes, clarinets, violins and harps as "girls' instruments."
A crumpet player since the fourth grade, Carrillo has con
ducted extensive research on gender role identity in music
and works with music educators co find ways co introduce
instruments co children to change perceptions.
"Being a female crumpet player, I ' ve always been aware of
these stereotypes;' said Carrillo, Assistant Professor of Mu
sic and Director oflnscrumental Music at Bridgewater. "I
clearly remember my mother's reaction when I cold her chat
I had chosen the crumpet. She said 'Isn't chat a boy's instru
ment?' When I give lectures to teachers, I talk about how
we can we alleviate chat perception. How can we introduce
these instruments co students in a way chat isn't going co
make chem hesitant co choose a particular instrument?"

Carrillo began researching the topic in 2009, as she sec
our to determine how much truth is in the stereotypes. Ac
cording to her findings, 74 percent of flute players in major
symphony orchestras were female, 98 percent of trombone
players were male, and 92 percent of percussionists were
male. On the ocher hand, the clarinet, also portrayed as a
"girls' instrument;' was 63 percent male.
Part of Carrillo's research also involves looking at
people's perceptions of the instruments and at what age
chose stereotypes kick in. One way co dispel the stereotypes
among kids, she said, is co introduce instruments to chem by
showing videos of performers who don't march the norms:
Men playing the flute, and women playing the trumpet or
tuba, for example. She plans co revisit the research after 10
years have passed to see how things have changed.
Carrillo, who grew up on Staten Island, N.Y., and in
Fairfax, Va., became interested in music at just four years
BRIDGEWATER
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old, when she began caking piano lessons.
"I was reading music before I was reading words;' said
Carrillo.
She continued caking piano lessons through eighth
grade, and began pl aying che crumpet in che fourth grade.
"I was a very tiny kid crying co carry chat crumpet case on
che school bus;' she said, laughing at che memory.
Carrillo earned her bachelor's degree from che Univer
sity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and received her
master's degree and doctorate from the University of Texas
at Austin. She also has caught at James Madison University,
Texas A&M University-Kingsville and The V ictoria College
in Victoria, Texas. In addition co directing che Symphonic
Band and the Jazz Ensemble, Carrillo serves as the faculty
adviser for che Screamin' Eagles Pep Band and for che
Bridgewater College Chapter of che National Association
for Music Education (NAfME).
When Carrillo joined Bridgewater's faculty in 2011,
she cook charge of an instrumental music program chat had
"dwindled down co almost nothing;' she recalls. \Vich few
music majors in che instrumental division, che small size
of the Symp honic Band and Jazz Ensemble was difficult co
work with. She began meeting with local and regional high
school band directors, determined co attract talented instru
mentalists co Bridgewater. Her efforts have paid off. Boch
instrumental ensembles have nearly tripled in size, she said.
"The Symphonic Band almost doesn't fie on che Cole
Hall stage, which is a great problem co have;· Carrillo said.
"The Jazz Band is now touring with che Concert Choir on
20
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spring cour, and chars a great recruiting opportunity for
us. Since I scarred here, we have a 100 percent placement
race of music education majors into teaching jobs, which is
fantastic."
Though Carrillo started college with aspirations of
becoming a high-school band director, she realized during
her student teaching experience chat it would be difficult co
balance che professional responsibilities of a public school
teacher with her desire co perform. She pursued degrees in
crumpet performance co open up more career options and
found chat she loved teaching college students.
"I really enjoy being able co work with music on a high
level;' said Carrillo, who has been inspired by her former
band directors, as well as jazz musician Wyncon Marsalis. "I
have students who wane co be here and who wane co make a
career our of something I 'm passionate about."
Carrillo's passion is absorbed by her students, of whom
Elizabeth Lee '17, is a prime example.
"There are a lot of things about Dr. Carrillo chat inspire
me-her drive, the encouragement she gives and the pas
sion for che music and che students she teaches;' said Lee,
a crumpet player from Glen Allen, Va. "One of che most
prevalent lessons I have learned from my studies with her
is chat che only one who can stop us from achieving our
dreams is ourselves.
"There are many people who will say chat female crum
pet players can't make it very far in chis profession;' she con
tinued, "and if we choose co listen co chose voices, then they
are right. Bue as Dr. Carrillo expresses, when we believe in
ourselves and go forth with confidence, there is absolutely
nothing we can't do:'
Lee added chat Carrillo hasn't simply caught her how co
be a better crumpet player, but has given her "the key co suc
cess and helped me unlock che potential within myself."
Carrillo is active in music performance and educational
opportunities throughout che local community and beyond.
She plays che crumpet in numerous ensembles, including che
Massanuccen Brass �ncec, che Madison Brass �ncec, che
Shenandoah Valley Bach Festival in Harrisonburg, che Val
ley Winds and che New Orchestra of Washing con (D.C.).
Carrillo, who performs a solo recital on campus each year,
enjoys performing with her husband, Chris Carrillo-a
trumpeter who is a Music Professor and Trumpet Instructor
at James Madison University.
"There's no way I can teach a studenc new skills on che
crumpet if I can't do it myself;' said Carrillo, who has cwo
sons, three-year-old Antonio ("Tony") and six-month-old
Johnny. "So being able co perform and continue playing my
crumpet makes me a much better teacher. And it's impor
tant for my students co have che opportunity co come out
and see me perform. For students co be able co see their
teachers engaged in performance or research or any ocher

activity related co their academic discipline, it really helps
chem co understand where we're from and why it is chat we
do what we do:'
Carrillo is an artist and clinician for che Conn-Selmer
Corporation, which manufactures student and professional
instruments, and a former artist faculty member for che Na
tional Trumpet Competition. Ac Texas A&M Universicy
Kingsville, she was a co-director of che nationally recog
nized TAMU-K Trumpet Ensemble, which placed third
in che National Trumpet Competition Trumpet Ensemble
Division. Carrillo also is a four-time semi-finalise in che
National Trumpet Competition Solo Division. She per
formed in che world premiere of American composer John
Corigliano's CircusMaximus at Carnegie Hall in 2005.
Carrillo has served as a guest conductor and guest clini
cian for numerous all-county and regional bands. She also
has been a scholarship competition judge for the Interna
cional Trumpet Guild; a music judge for che Blase in che
Draft Marching Band Competition at Stuarts Draft High
School; and an adjudicator for che Eastern Mennonite
University Concerto Competition. In 2011, she served as

a research room preliminary judge for the Internacional
Trumpet Guild Conference.
Carrillo loves being able co spend every day doing what
she loves and sharing her passion for music with students.
She has enjoyed witnessing che growch studenc musicians
make during their four years ac Bridgewater.
"When freshmen scare at Bridgewater, they find chat mu
sic courses are more academic than when they just played in
their high school bands-so it's something they suddenly
have co put a lot of effort inco;' Carrillo said. "Seeing chem
make chat transition from just playing in their high school
bands co being actual musicians is such a fantastic process.
I wane chem co learn how co make che musical decisions for
themselves-co teach chem how co look at a piece of music
and figure ouc for themselves how co play ic. That's why I
wanted co teach at che college level. It's being able co see
students make chat transition and make music something of
their own."
And, she admits, co perhaps break a few musical stereo
types along che way. -
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n 1950, UCLA Bruins football coach Henry "Red"
Sanders gave the sporting world one of its most famous
maxims when he said, "Winning isn't everything; it's che
only thing."
Bue how literally did Sanders intend his remark co
be taken? Is che final tally on a scoreboard really che sole
measure of an athlete or a team? Or does participation in a
spore-and che concepts of winning and motivation-have
broader, deeper implications chat can affect society as a
whole? And what role does the coach play in all chis?
Dr. Lori Gano-Overway, an Associate Professor of
Health and Human Sciences at Bridgewater College, has
studied precisely these dynamics for years, centering her
research on che climate chat coaches create among their
scudent-achleces and how chat climate influences youth. Do
coaches foster a score-driven, win-at-all-coses atmosphere,
22
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or do chey create something more thoughtful and organic,
and what are che results?
"In high school I had a really phenomenal coach;' said
Gano-Overway, who has caught at Bridgewater since 2003.
"She created an environment chat focused on individual
improvement and ability. She believed in people and their
potential and created chis wonderful family atmosphere.
There were many liccle lessons we learned about being part
of her team-not just about achlecics-buc more impor
cancly about being a good person."
When Gano-Over way wenc co college, she was surprised
chat the experiences of ocher athletes were sometimes vascly
different. Many, she said, even talked poorly of their high
school coaches.
"That's when I became interested in che climate chat
coaches and teachers create chat can motivate ochers;' she

said. She decided to pursue graduate work in chis area,
completing her master's degree from Purdue University
in 1995 and her Ph.D. from Michigan Scace University in
2001, both in kinesiology wich an emphasis in psychosocial
aspects of spores. Over the course of her academic career,
she has published several papers and given numerous pre
sentations and workshops on chis topic.
"My research looks at what it is chat coaches do co help
athletes' growth as people, not just their physical prowess in
athletics;' said Gano-Overway.
Of course, she said, coaches are good at developing ath
letic skill and competence, but can chey, through the use of
spores, do more for individuals than simply cum chem into
winning players? Can coaches help athletes build pro-social
behavior, communication skills and empathy? Is it possible
for chem to mentor scudent-achleces so chat-instead of just

racking up points on a scoreboard-they can learn to under
stand another person's perspective, engage in good leader
ship practices and adopt a code of personal responsibility?
For Gano-Overway, the answer is a resounding yes.
"The concept has been around for quite some time;' said
Gano-Overway. "Good coaches already do ic. Some, serving
as role models themselves, are living, breaching examples
of what it is to communicate well, be respectful, care about
ochers and nurture good relationships with players. Ochers are being intentional, using teachable moments to drive
these important societal lessons home. Ac Bridgewater Col
lege, throughout the years, we have had many fine examples
of these types of coaches, such as Laura Mapp, Mary Frances
Heishman, Carlyle Whitelow and Doc Jopson."
In a paper chat she co-auchored with Dr. Mary Fry of che
University of Kansas, Gano-Overway noted chat a coach
who emphasizes positive reinforcement, provides appropri
ate feedback and creates an inviting, supportive and respect
ful climate, is more likely to have young achleces who enjoy
their youth spore experience, like their coach and team
more, indicate a willingness co play for their coach again
and are more committed co their spore.
Gano-Overway's exploration into what she calls che
caring climate centers on che work by Ne! Noddings which
emphasizes the importance of developing caring relation
ships by being attentive, respectful and supportive of ochers.
This climate also builds upon an African philosophy called
"ubuntu;' which is a belief in a universal bond of sharing
chat connects all humanity. Or, as Gano-Overway puts it,
"people becoming people through ocher people."
"In ocher words;• she said, "when I am working with
another individual, ifl can help chat person develop their
humanity I help my own humanity, and we both help
society overall. If we look at che ethic of care and chis idea of
ubuncu, it's about teachable moments-moments in which
I care enough about you as a person chat I support you in
reaching your goals in spore and outside of spore but also
when you're going down a certain path, I'm going to go out
of my way to say to you chat you're doing che wrong thing
and here is another way."
le is chis climate of care, said Gano-Overway, which has
che potential to produce both better athletes and better
people.
"When athletes perceive a caring climate, they are more
likely to report higher levels of empathy and pro-social
behaviors;• she said.
Additionally, when chis climate is combined with a
cask-involving climate, which emphasizes skill improvement
and effort, athletes can also be more invested, less anxious,
more confident, and are better poised for success-both as
athletes and as citizens."
le is really a winning combination, she noted.
B R I D G EWA TE R
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''T

here are many negative climates in
today's sport programs and Dr. Gano-Overway's
research will help us move in the direction
of providing education for coaches on how to
develop a positive coaching climate and thus a
more productive experience for their athletes."
- DR. MARY FRANCES HEISHMAN

Dr. Mary Frances Heishman, a
former coach, Professor of Health
and Human Sciences and 1966
alumna of Bridgewater, clearly recalls
the caring and mentoring style of
coaching historically exhibited at the
College, in particular by Dr. Laura S.
Mapp, Associate Professor of Physical Education, Emerita. She said
she is excited about the information that Gano-Overway
is gathering from coaches like Mapp related to her positive
coaching techniques.
«I feel ver y fortunate to have had Laura Mapp as my
coach and mentor;' said Heishman. «I give her the credit
for whatever success I may have had in my coaching career,
and I think it is wonderful that other coaches will now have
access to Dr. Mapp's positive approach in coaching to help
their players be successful in sports as well as in life.
«There are many negative climates in today's sport pro
grams nationally;' she continued, «and Dr. Gano-Overway's
research will help us move in the direction of providing
education for coaches on how to develop a positive coach
ing climate and thus a more productive experience for their
athletes."
In addition to her research, Gano-Overwayworks to
educate coaches. Throughout the years, she has completed
several workshops with coaches. More recently, she has been
active with the Virginia High School League and its coach
ing education committee, which works to help coaches
improve their practice, including creating a more positive
approach to coaching. She assists with their quarterly news
letter that disseminates information to coaches based on the
24
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National Standards for Sport Coaches-not only on che
climate-but also on other components of coaching that
might be of assistance to them.
Additionally, Gano-Overway is involved with the Posi
tive Coaching Alliance, which utilizes a research-to-practice
approach to educate coaches chat while winning is impor
tant, so is helping athletes reach their potential in and out
of spore and, as a result, helping to improve athletics. She is
also a member of the National Council for the Accredita
tion of Coaching Education, which advocates for quality
coaching education through the accreditation process.
«I hope that, in some small way, this research and service
will help coaches develop more effective ways to motivate
ochers and create positive experience for athletes;' said
Gano-Overway, who won the Bridgewater College Faculty
Scholarship Award in 2013. In the end she hopes that rather
than coaches, athletes and parents focusing on winning,
they will heed the words ofJohn Wooden: «Success comes
from knowing that you did your best to become the best
that you are capable of becoming."
Said Gano-Overway: «If athletes can reach their poten
tial in spore and develop as people, we all win." ---
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spouse's name and class year if applicable, mailing address,
phone and email address. Please avoid using abbreviations and
limit your submissions to 75 words or less.
We look forward to hearing from you!

1956
THE REV. CLYDE CARTER JR. of
Daleville, Va., writes, "As I push on
in my 80s, I expect and dea I with
the challenges of life, of opportu
nities, service and survival:'

1957
DR. FRED R. EICH ELMAN of
Salem, Va., had a book, Faith,
Family, Film: A Teacher's Trek,
published by System Support Ser
vices Inc. In the book, he reveals
how films and television have
influenced his life. He provides
anecdotes of personalities who
have touched his life, including
John Wayne, Roy Rogers, Elizabeth
Taylor, Jimmy Stewart, Rhonda
Fleming, Andy Griffith and former
President Ronald Reagan.

1974
In May, RICHARD CLAYBROOK

JR. of Broadway, Va., retired as
a District Court Judge for the
26th Judicial District in Virginia.
During March, he assisted with
BC's Center for Engaged Learning's
Resident Scholar Program. He
participated in eight classes and
met with members of the Pre-Law
Society.

1977
SUSAN B ILLHIMER PHILLIPS,
and her husband, Mike, received
the 2016 Living Peace Award pre
sented by the Shenandoah District
Pastors for Peace. The award rec
ognized the couple for innovative
and sustainable farming practices.
They live in Harrisonburg, Va., and
are members of the Cedar Run
Church of the Brethren.

1985
YOLANDA GALLEGO is Director
of the CHEER Activity Center in

Class of 1970 (Homecoming2015, inadvertently omitted from the Winter 2016 magazine) ROW 1: Lev Aldridge Norford, Lee Norford,

Linda Fleishman Barnett, Marianne May Rankin, Elaine Murray Reubush, Steve Hollinger ROW 2: Mary Beth Myers Flory, Ted Flory, Tracy
Phillips ROW 3: Rick Wampler, Jesse Hopkins, Brian Kennedy, Dallas Heilman, Mike Zwicke, Joseph Fisher ROW 4: Paul Von Herbulis, Wayne
Miller, Glendon Bell
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Ocean View, Del. The center offers
a full-range of services for mature
adults that allow them to remain
independent and live in their own
homes. She previously worked
with children in an afterschool
program for 17 years.

1989
In April 2015, DR. RHONDA
PITTMAN GINGRICH of Min
neapolis, Minn., earned a doctor
of ministr y degree from United
Theological Seminary of the Twin
Cities. She received the Joseph P.
Morris Award that is presented to
the outstanding doctor of minis
try graduate. Her thesis was"Spiri
tual Practices: An Ancient-Future
Path for Empowering Children on
the SpirituaI Journey:'

1999
LARENDA RIDLEY and Christo
pher"Chris"Miller were married
Aug. 22, 2015. Larenda is an Op
erations Supervisor for the United
States Social Security Administra
tion. The couple Iives in Virginia
Beach, Va.

2001
BECKY CAVE WALTON and
Matthew have a daughter, Kath
erine Olivia, born Feb. 3. Becky
is Manager/Quality Assurance at
QuadraMed. The family, which
also includes a son, Caleb, lives in
Strasburg, Va.

2002
MICHAEL and JESSICA
GOLDSMITH POETKER have
a daughter, Danielle Lynn, born
Feb. 4. Michael is a Lieutenant
in the Washington, D.C., Fire De
partment and Jessica is a Labor
and Deliver y Registered Nurse at
Washington Hospital Center. The
family, which includes two sons,
Christopher and Thomas, lives in
Bel Alton, Md.

2003
HEATHER CLEM CHERRY
and IAN CHERRY '04 have a
daughter, Cora Adelaide, born
Feb. 25. The family, which includes
another daughter, Addison, lives
in Broadway, Va.

KIM WOODRING LEE and Aaron
have a daughter, Emery Paige,
born October 2014. The family,
which includes another daughter,
Teagan, lives in Richmond, Va.
KATHRYN SHAFFER TURNER
and Thomas have a son, Silas
Richard, born Dec. 25. The family,
which also includes a daughter,
Josephine, lives in Strasburg, Va.

2004
EMILY NORTH CATRON and
Mike have a daughter, Cora Lynn,
born Dec. 1. The family, which
includes another daughter, Claire,
lives in Luray, Va.
IAN CHERRY (see Heather Clem
Cherry '03).
On Nov. 3, DARYL FUNK of Front
Roya I, Va., was elected Clerk of
Court for the Warren County
Circuit Court.

JENNIFER HOLDER LUCAS and
Matthew have their first child, a
son, Samuel Aaron, born Jan. 6.
Jennifer serves as Office Manager
for Shenandoah Dermatology. The
family lives in Waynesboro, Va.

2005
KATHRYN TICE BENDER and
Dean have a daughter, Claire,
born Feb. 27. The family lives in
Palmyra, Va.

KELLY BURGESS LUKENS and
Brad have a son, Camden James,
born Dec. 30. The family lives in
Franklin, Va.

2006
GENNY COTTO DE LA CRUZ and
Raymundo have their first child,
a daughter, Aurora Skye, born

March 9, 2013. Genny is a Health
Systems Specialist/Program Man
ager for Veteran Affairs Medical
Center in Providence, R.I.

BROOKE BREDEL SCOTTand
Randy have a son, Aidan Henry,
born Nov. 12. The family lives in
Mechanicsville, Va.

2007
ASHLEY HUFFMAN DOVE and
Joshua have a daughter, Rory,
born Sept. 12, 2014. The family
lives in Fishersville, Va.

COLIN and BRITTANY MEARS
OWENS have a daughter, Vivien
Sue, born Nov. 20. Colin owns two
State Farm agencies-one in York
town, Va. and one in Williamsburg,
Va. The family lives in Newport
News, Va.

2009
CAITLIN BUTLER of Alexandria,
Va., is a Registered Nurse who per
forms contracted work for several
weeks at a time in hospitaIs across
the United States.

ROBERT BRANDON and
AMANDA NELLING LEE have a
son, Jackson Brandon, born Dec.
22. The family, which also includes
a daughter, Charlotte, lives in
Roanoke, Va.

2010
ALLISON TORNROSE and
Robbie Yeaman were married in
August 2013. The couple lives in
Madison, Va.

BRANDON and PAULA KRI
VOSHIK WOODS were married
in September 2011. Their son,
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family lives in Mount
Solon, Va.

KRISTIN ALEXANDRA "ALEX"
SOLER earned a master of fine

2011

arts degree from the University of
North Carolina at Greensboro in
the spring of 2016. Her thesis art
show was held at the Weather
spoon Art Museum.

JOHN and LACEY
STARKEY GRABEAL
have their first child, a
son, Luke Xavier, born
Aug. 6. The family lives
in Manassas, Va.

2012
Zach Hosler '14 and Alyssa Pennington '14

Braylon, was born inOctober
2015. Brandon is an accountant at
Rosetta Stone and Paula is a Pre
vention Specialist for the Valley
Community Services Board. The

HOLLY LEANN BIRD
and MARSHALL
WOOD DUNN were

2014
ZACH HOSLER and ALYSSA
PENNINGTON were married

ment the ShenandoahValley Soil
andWater Conservation District's
winter cover crop program. He
assisted with sign-ups, data entry
and application processing, field
inspections and conservation
planning. He also helped with wa
ter quality monitoring, outreach
and education, and implementa
tion of the district's Linville Creek
TMDL program.

April 11. The couple lives in Har
risonburg, Va.

2015

married by Nicholas
Picerno, Chief of Campus Police at Bridgewater College,
on June 6. The couple lives in
Yale, Va.

Between September 2015 and
March 2016, KEITH THOMAS
logged more than 700 volunteer
hours with the Harrisonburg
Service Center, helping imple-

before being elected district
Secretary. He founded Friendship
Manor, which grew into one of the
largest retirement centers in Virginia under his roles as President
and Administrator. He enjoyed
lapidary and raising orchids. His
wife, the former Mary Reed '39,
passed away on March 16.

Fl KE '44 of Bridgewater, Va.,
died Jan. 16, at the age of 95. She
attended Bethany Theological
Seminary. She and her husband,
Galen, operated the post office
and the family's general store.
She was a lifelong member of the
Church of the Brethren, serving as
a minister's wife, Sunday School
teacher and deacon.

Memorials
EDNA WYNN MARTIN '35 of
Treasure Island, Fla., died Nov.
11, at the age of 101. She was a
woman of strong faith, a loving
heart and was an inspiration to
many.
MARY REED RICE '39 of Roanoke, Va., died March 16, at the
age of 97. She earned a master of
religious education from Bethany
Theological Seminary. She taught
at West End and Tinker Creek
elementary schools before serving as principa I ofTinker Creek
Westside and Round Hill schools.
She enjoyed painting, a hobby
that resulted in severa I gallery
shows in the region. Her husband,
Dr. H. Lawrence Rice '41 died on
March 4.The couple was married
for 75 years.
DR. H. LAWRENCE RICE '41 of
Roanoke, Va., died March 4, at the
age of 94. He earned M.Div. and
Ed.D. degrees from Bethany Theological Seminary. As a minister, he
served theOak Grove and Ninth
Street Churches of the Brethren
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HARRY BENTON BOWMAN
'42 of Roanoke, Va., died Feb. 28,
at the age of 94. He retired from
State Farm Insurance Company
with 37 years of service. He was a
longtime member ofWilliamson
Road Church of the Brethren.

JOHN ROBERT BEAHM '43 of
Nokesville, Va., died March 13, at
the age of 95. He was a rural letter
carrier for the U.S. PostaI Service
and a part-time farmer. He was a
lifelong member of the Nokesville Church of the Brethren. He
enjoyed barbershop singing and
was a longtime member of the
Bull RunTroubadour Barbershop
Chorus.

LORRAINE VIRGINIA TEXIERE

RUBY MAE BLAND SWADLEY
'44 of Fredericksburg, Va., died
Dec. 30, at the age of 93. During
WorldWar II, she worked for
theWar Department as a plane
spotter and later was promoted
to a clerk and stenographer. She
worked with elementary age children for Fairfax County Schools
from 1956-1972. She was a member of Lewinsville Presbyterian
Church. She enjoyed volunteering,
genealogy, camping, crocheting,
knitting and quilting.

in Civilian Public Service as a
conscientious objector. He spent
20 years at Augusta Dairies in
Staunton, Va., doing laboratory
and field work before serving as
plant superintendent. He served
as Director of Field Services at
Shenandoah's Pride Dairy for 28
yea rs. He was a lifetime member
of the Church of the Brethren. He
is survived by his wife, the former
Elaine Robertson ' 46.

PHYLLIS OPAL CUPP MILLER
'47 of Bridgewater, Va., died Jan.
22, at the age of 89.With her
husband, Herman S. Miller '38
who died in 2006, they ran an
independent farming operation
with poultry, beef cattle and
sheep. She was an active member
of the Bridgewater Church of the
Brethren. She enjoyed gardening,
traveling and being outdoors.

WENDELL LEWIS SMITH '46

KATHRYN "KAY" FOSTER
WHEELEHAN '47 ofOcean Pines,

of Bridgewater, Va., died Jan. 13,
at the age of 91. DuringWorld
War II, he served for three years

Md., and formerly of Potomac,
Md., died Nov. 25. She taught
piano and organ lessons for many

MARGARET FLORY WAMPLER RAINBOLT, a member of the class of 1937 and a life trustee at Bridgewater
College, passed away Feb. 20, 2016, at the Bridgewater Retirement Community. She was 100.
She was born Dec. 24, 1915, in Bridgewater,Va., and was a daughter of the lateJohn S. (1908) andVinnie
Mikesell Flory.
She earned a B.A. degree from Bridgewater College and a master's degree from James Madison University. She
taught school in Roanoke County for three years, worked as a program director for the YWCA in Pennsylvania,
California and Delaware, and was the Dean of Women at Bridgewater College at the time of her retirement.
Rainbolt was a member of the Bridgewater Church of the Brethren.
In addition to being a life trustee of Bridgewater College, Rainbolt served on the board of direc
tors for the Bridgewater Home and was an organizer and the first President of the Bridgewater
Home Auxiliary.
In April 2008, Bridgewater College honored Rainbolt and her brother, John Samuel Flory Jr., '32
with RipplesMedals for their many contributions to the College and the community.
Rainbolt and her brother, John, were instrumental in establishing the Dr. John 5. Flory Fellowship
of Scholars endowment that suppo rts the Flory Honors Program at Bridgewater. The endowment
was named in tribute to their father, the College's second President and a pioneer in shaping the
institution's early history.
TheMargaret Flory Wampler Rainbolt Scholarship Fund was established in 2005 in honor of
Rainbolt by her step-daughters, Joy Wampler Exy '53 and Beverly Wampler Lineweaver '57.
The scholarship is awarded annually to students of merit, good character, service to others and
financial need.
Margaret Flory Wampler Rainbolt '31

Along with Exy and Lineweaver, Rainbolt established theJohn B. Wampler Endowed Scholarship
Fund in 1986.
In 1985, Rainbolt established the John 5. Flory Sr., Endowment for the Humanities in memory of
her father. Recipients are students who achieve satisfactorily in academics, demonstrate financial need and
maintain good campus citizenship.
In 1965, she married John B. Wampler ' 23, who preceded her in death in 1981; then in 1985 she married Rich
ard A. Rainbolt, who preceded her in death in 2001.
Rainbolt is survived by two nieces, Lynn Riner ' 68 of Harrisonburg,Va., and Pamela Flory of Bridgewater, Va.;
a great-nephew, John Riner ' 97 of Harrisonburg,Va.; great-nieceMeg Riner of Bridgewater,Va.; five step
daughters, Joy Wampler Exy '53 of Silver Lake, Ohio, Beverly Wampler Lineweaver '57 of Blacksburg, Va., Nancy
Rainbolt Newcomer ofMountJoy, Pa., Martha Rainbolt Epler of Elizabethtown, Pa., and Elizabeth Rainbolt
Kettering ofManheim, Pa. She is also survived by numerous grandchildren, great-grandchildren and great
great-grandchildren, and three great-nephews and three great-nieces.
She was preceded in death by two brothers, John S. Flory Jr. '32 and Robert M. Flory '32, and two sisters,
Susanna Huffman '33 andJanet Flory '34.
A memorial service was held March 7, 2016, at the Lantz Chapel at the Bridgewater Retirement Community.

years in her home. She was a
member of Community Church at
Ocean Pines, where she served as
organist. She volunteered in the
Endoscopy Clinic at Atlantic Genera I Hospital in Berlin, Md. She
was a LifeMaster Bridge player.

ANNIE LAURA CARPENTER
ABSHER '48 of Arvonia,Va.,
died Jan. 1, at the age of 88. She
was a teacher for 34 years in the
Madison and Buckingham public

schools and a former owner of F.R.
Absher Inc.

Church of the Brethren. He is
survived by his wife, Lois.

DR. WILLIAM RAYMOND
JOHNSON JR. '49 of Bridgewater,

LEONARD WILLIAM COOPER
'50 of North College Hill, Ohio,

of Education for many years. He
was a member of St. Paul United
Church of Christ. He is survived by
his wife, Edith Geraldine.

Va., died Feb. 8, at the age of 94.
He earned hisM.D. from theMedica I College ofVirginia. He served
in the medical profession for 40
years practicing in InternalMedicine in Cincinnati, Ohio. In 1996,
he moved to Bridgewater,Va. He
was a member of the Bridgewater

diedMarch 3, at the age of 86. He
earned anM.S. in statistics and
agriculture fromVirginia Tech. He
worked at National Lead Company in Fernald, Ohio and, later,
worked in aircraft logistics for
Contel in Dayton, Ohio. He served
on the North College Hill Board

Bridgewater, Va., died Feb. 28, at
the age of 87. She worked in the
business office of Rockingham
Memorial Hospital and also was a
retail clerk for several department
stores in Harrisonburg,Va. She
was a bridal consultant and wed-

JEAN RACER GLICK '50 of
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THE REV. MARY JO FLORY-STEURY, of Elgin, Ill, ard Asoxiate General Secretary of the Church of the Bo,th
ren, pas,ed -,,,,ay March 4, 2016 She was 59.
She was lx,rn March 16, 1956, in Bulsar, India, to the lateWendell '40 and Marie Flory, Church of the Bretho,n
i
missioreres to China and Ind a,
Flory-Steury graduated from BricgewaterCollege in 1978 and earned a master of divinity degree
from ElethanyTheolcgical Seminary in 1984
She marred Mark Steury on July 10, 1982 in Eas,on, Md.
Flory-Steury hel::I numerous leadership positions in the Church of the Bretho,n, She ouersaw the
Office of Ministry, a position she held sirce 2001. In addition, she was appoimed as As,ociate
General Secretary in 2011. f-lerwork ircluded ouersght of the Brethren Academy for Ministerial
leadership-a partnership betwee n the Church of the Brethren ard Elethany Theobgical Sem •
nary, and the human resources department of th? denomination.
Flory-Steury ed CEvelopment of a major revisbnof theCEnomination's ministerel lea:::lership p::i�
lty, which was adopted by Annual Conference in 2014. She has been part of a group workirg ona
rew minister's manual 10 be pu blisl-ed by Brethren Press.

71>e Rev. MaryJo Fbry-Steu,y '78

�rvolu nteer service to tl-e denomination in:lude:::I a term on tl-e formerGeneral lbard from
19:16-2001, du rirg which time sl-e was named as chair. Her earliercaieer in:luded 17 years as a
pastor at Prirce of Peace Churchof the Brethren in Ketterirg, Ohio. Elefore that, she ,erved as co
pastorwith Mark at the TIO)I Church of the Brethren.
Sh? 10ok an act ive interest in the m ission efforts of tl-e deoom ination, spendirg time in Ngeria, ln:::lia, China,
Israel ard Palestine.
Flory-Steuryard her husbard led frequem 10urs 10 places of interest 10 Church of the Bo,threntrauelers,
particularly inGermany.
She is survi1,ed by her husbard, Mark; son, Joshua (Stacy) Bashore-Steury ard grardclaughter, Olivia Grace of
Lancaster, Pa. ; and daughter, Jessica (Legan'07) Strav.derman '10 and grandson, OwenTitus of Harri,onburg,
Va. She is also survived by her mother, Marie Flory'45; sister, Janet Flaten76; and brothers, Ted Flory70 ard
Phil Flory 75.

dirg director for moo, than 30
years. She serve:::! as an organist,
pianist ard Sunclay school te,cher
at Mill Creek Church of the
Brethren and more rece ntlywas a
mem berof the First Church of the
Brethren in Harrisonbu ig,

ELLEII MAXIIIE ABSHIRE '51 of
Peoria, Ill., died Feb. 26, at the age
of86. She earned a M.S. degree
from Illinois State University ard
was an Assis1ant Piofessor of
f-leakh ard Physical Education
for women at I. S .U. In 1969 , she
o,ceived I.S.U'.s Robert G. Bone
OistirguishedTea:her award.
She enjoyed sports ard must. A
t@ined cbwn, she enjoyed work,
ing with children.
WILDA All II ELLER MCDAII·
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IELS '51 of Bricl,;iewater, Va., died
Jan. 5, at the ,ge of86. She taught
mu sic in Virginia public scl-ools
and also 93ve private piano
les,ons. She lived in Arlirg10n,
Va., for 12 years before movirg
10 Blacksburg, Va., in 1969. She
was a memberof the Bl,cksburg
United Methodist Church and a
mukiple Paul Harris Feller,, fiom
the B l acksburg lbtary Club. She
is survived by her husband, Carl
M:Daniels '51.
ROSCOE MILTOII FIX'52of
Momvale,Va., died Feb. 14, at the
,ge of87. H, served in the U. S .
Anny fortho,e years and earned
the rank of Se rge am. H, ea med
a master's CEgree from l\lladison
College (now James Madison

U niversity) ard worked in public
ed ucation fo r 36years, servirg as
tea: I-er, prin:ipal, guid:ln:e counsebran:::1 direc10rof instructbn.
He was a member of the Fairfiel::I
Presbyterian Church, where he
served as a n Elder.

BARBARA M BZGER AIIDERS011 '53 of Hu mirgdon, Pa,

died July 30, 2015, at the age of
84.She owned ard operated a n
interbrCEsgn company in State
College, Pa, wheo, she lived for
many years an:::Iwas a member of
Stone Church of the Bretho,n, She
is survived by her husband of 61
years, Paul.

RICHARDWILLIAM 8YRD'53
ofW inchester, Va., died Feb. 13,
a t the ,ge of 83. H, served in

the U.S. Army Sec urlty Services
during tl-e KoreanWar, achievirg
the @nkofSergeam. He earned
a master's degree in educatbn
f iom Madi,on College (now JMU ),
He was a retired tea:her and
principal with PrinceWilliam an:I
Fairfaxcoumy schools. H, was
a member of Bradcbc kStreet
United Methodist Church inWinchester and a brgtime memter
of G@ce United Methodist Church
in Wlanassas, Va.� is survived by
his wife, Elaine.

JAMES FRAIICIS HOAK '55 of

Harri,onburg, Va ., died March 5,
at the age of 82. H, was an officer
in the U.S. Navy ard ,erved as
an aircraft carrier figh1er pibt.
He also served as a n alternate

memorials
astronaut fort he NI\ SA Apolio
Space Prcgram. Followirg his
military career, he was a pilot for
Uni1ed Airlin es ard retiree! as a
SeniorCapta in in 1993. He was an
active member of Muhlenbuerg
Luthe@n Church. He is survh,ed
by h is wife of more than 50 years,
the former Dolores H,atwole '56

ROLAllD llEISOll WlllE'58of

Salem, Va, died Feb. 14, at the ag,
of 86. He .,rved in the U.S. Nauy.
He earred a CEgiee fiom Wa:::lison
Colleg, (now JMU )ard served
as a teacl-erat Strayer Bu siress

Colleg, and aVirginia state bank
examiner and retired as an offi:er
with Bll&T Bank. H, was a member ofthe First United M,thodist
C hure h of Salem, He is su rvi11ed by
his wife of 47 years, Marlene.

HORA "SUGAR" BOL LIIIGER
GARMAll '59ofCro,,nsville, Md,
ded Nou. 29, at the ,ge of 80. She

was a lea:::lerand mentor within
local regional ard gbbal ministries of Annap:ilis ElRlrgelical
Luthe@n Church ard St. Martin's
Luthe@n Church ard al,o served
with the !by Scouts. She 110lunteered with M,als on Wheels,
the Joint Center at Anne Arunclel
MedCal Cen1erard a career support gioup. She al,o .,wed quik
tops forthe AELC Flyirg Quikers
ministry,

RALPH LEROY KLIIIE '63 of H,g-

erstown, Md, ded Nou. 9, at t h e
a� o f 76. He earred a master's
degree fro m Western Ma rylard
Col leg,. H, .,rved a s prin:ipal at
manyWashirgton County area
schools until retiring in 1999. H,
enjoyed trauelirg, campirg ard
playirg golf and poker. He had
a passion forant[:lues an:::I was
trainingto te an auctioreer.� is
survived by his wife, Kirklyn .

llAllCY REEDY O1.SOll '63 of
Ralegh, N.C, ded Ma1t h 27,
follc:rwirg a battle with kidney
disease. She was 75. She was
the founclerardo,merofQuail
Ridg, Books. In 2010 she receh,ed
a Ralegh M,dal of Arts Awan::I,
reoognizirg I-er more than 25
years of beirg an arts a:::lvo:ate,
fostering local authors ard poets.
Publishers Weekly named her
lboksellerof t he Year in 2001. She
is su rvi11ed by her husbard, Jim.
BRUCE WAYll E BARLOW '68 of
Day10n,Va., d ied Dec. 20, due to
complications from Lewy lb:::ly
Dementia. He was 69. From 196970, he .,rved in the U.S. Army
during the Vietnam War at Pleiku
Airstrip,� ea med a master's
degree in rehabilitation counselirg from Virginia Commomvealth
Uni11ersity and worked for the
i
Virg nia Department ofRehabilita-

tion �rvices until his retirement
in 2008. He was an a:tive member
ard formerCEacon at Montezuma
Church ofthe Brethren. H, is
survived by his w ife, tl-e former
Martha "Marty" Smer'69,

ALICE HOEHll DE KOZLOWSKI

75ofColu mbia, S.C, passed
away Oct . 22, from an aggres sive
form of brain career. She was
62. She married her Bri:lg,water
sweetheart, Ste11e cle Kozb wski
74 in 1977 and was a cledicated
ard louirg motherto theirfi11e
children. Sl-e was passbna1e
about good health, a n auid reader
an:::! loved tova:atbn with her
tamily at the be,ch, She enjoyed
travelirg with S1eve on tl-eir
"great adventu res"in tl-e out�fdoors, which started while dating
at Bricgewater. She made a point
of enjoying th e simpie, peaceful
aspects o f life.

BC ALUMNI & FRIENDS

Major League Baseball
Picnic & Game

Sunday, July 17, 2016

NATIONALS STADIUM IN WASHINGTON, D.C.
Picnic in the Family Picnic Area begins at Noon. Pirates
vs. Nationals begins at 1:35 p.m.* $65 per person includes
picnic and admission to game.

Register onlinefarpicnic andgame:

bridgewateralumni.com/2016MLBgame
For more inft,rma#on, contact rbylton@bridgewater, edu or
540-828-5451
"T,m, is subject t• chang, based upon ESPNc•verag,,
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DALE LOUISE BIRKLE DREER

husband, Duane.

'77 of Alexandria, Va., died March
12, following a brief illness.
She was 60. She earned a Ph.D.
in pharmacology and toxicology from the Medical College of
Virginia. She accepted a position
at West Virginia University, where
she achieved the rank of full
professor. In 2000, she became
a grant administrator in the Na
tional Institutes of Health's NICAM
division as the Chief of Scientific
Review Office of the National
Center for Complementary and
Integrative Health (NCCIH). She
received Bridgewater College's
Distinguished Alumna Award
in 2002. She is survived by her

DAVID RUCKMAN CAMPBELL
'79 of Staunton, Va., died Jan. 2, at
the age of 61. He was employed
by the Augusta County Public
Schools. He was an alumnus of
Rhema Bible College and was
the founder and Pastor of the
Triumphant Church in Charleston,
S.C. from 1996 to 2000. He was an
active member of Victory Worship
Center, where he helped lead the
Children's Church ministry. He is
survived by his wife, Gloria.

THOMAS ALLAN BURNS '87
of Saline, Mich., died Feb. 19, at
the age of 50. He worked for 16
years at MSCI and was an active

member of Saline First United
Methodist Church. He was an avid
cyclist, handyman, video gamer,
train enthusiast and science fic
tion aficionado. He enjoyed camp
ing, baking and making bread. He
is survived by his wife of 28 years,
the former Joy Litka '87.

STEVEN M. DUKE '88 of Rich
mond, Va., died Jan. 12, follow
ing a brief illness. He was 49. He
attended Bridgewater College
and Virginia Commonwealth
University. He was a pa inter and
worked in Richmond and the sur
rounding counties for more than
20 years. He enjoyed water sports
and music.

SARAH MARIE SIMMONS
STEELE '96 of Fishersvilie, Va.,
died Feb. 25, following a brief
illness. She was 41. She was an
Accountant for Accutech Blades in
Verona, Va., and a member of Fish
ersville United Methodist Church.
She enjoyed traveling, hiking and
being with her two sons, Logan
and Dylan. She is survived by her
husband, Jeffrey.

L. MANNING MUNTZING, of Potomac, Md., and a Life Trustee of Bridgewater College, passed away on March
28, 2016, from complications related to Alzheimer's disease. He was 81.
He was the son of the late Judge H. Gus and Virginia Muntzing.
Muntzing was one of the earliest advocates during the 1970s for risk assessment and public safety policies
associated with nuclear power. As the former director of regulation for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
(whose functions now are overseen by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission) from 1971 to 1975,
Muntzing was responsible for considering any possible threats to human health and safety posed
by nuclear power plants, including accidents, natural disasters or intentional acts of sabotage.
He was a leader in the establishment and guida nee of numerous international nuclear organiza
tions for more than 35 yea rs. After leaving the AEC in 1975, he went into the private practice
of law, specializing in energy law with clients in the United States and abroad. Muntzing was a
co-founder of several international nuclear organizations, including the International Nuclear
Energy Academy, the International Nuclear Societies Council, the Pacific Nuclear Council and the
Internationa I Nuclear Safety Advisory Group, which is associated with the I nternationa I Atomic En
ergy Agency. A past President of the American Nuclear Society, Muntzing also helped to establish
Energy Strategists Consultancy Ltd. (ESCL), an international organization that provides guidance
and management expertise on energy matters for companies and governmental agencies.
Though Muntzing retired in 2000 as a partner with the law firm of Morgan, Lewis & Bockius, he re
mained active with many of these nuclear policy organizations. He continued to serve as a director
for ESCL and the International Risk Governance Council, which is based in Geneva, Switzerland.
A member of Bridgewater's board of trustees since 1984, Muntzing received the College's Outstanding Achieve
ment Award in 1992.
He graduated from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Harvard Law School. He also attended
Princeton University'sWoodrow Wilson School for Public and International Affairs.
Muntzing is survived by his wife of 57 years, Nan, and four daughters, Catherine Boyden, Elizabeth McKaig,
Nancy Sprinkle and Stuart Skok and seven grandchildren.
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We're at BC
because of

YOU.;

Amanda?

These three represent
more than 1,850 BC
students. Here's ·what
BC means to them.
"I really enjoy the accessibility of
the professor s. IfI need help, they
are always available to answer my
questions:'
- Erica Horne '17,global studies major
(Pi<llr«ifor •ft)

"Atten ding Bridgewater has been
academically chal lenging and
.it has taught me the value of
attaining a quality education:'
- Jose Corona '16, applied physics major
with a minor in mathematics(P;c,,..<d«.t...J

"Bridgewater Col lege has given
me a home away from home. I
have found a place to explore my
academic and personal interests!"
- Amanda Staton '18, Engh sh
major (Pictwedrigfit)
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HIGHLIGHTS: FestilJ<II on the Mall Departmental Gatherings Special Exhib�s Athletic Events Ripples Banquet on October 21 (Classes 1936-1966)
Classes in Reunion: 1936, 1941, 1946, 1951, 1956, 1961, 1966, 1971, 1976, 1981, 1986, 1991, 1996, 2001, 2006, 2011, 2016

